**Ain’t You Glad**  
*(Ledbetter)*
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/ G
Ain’t you glad (ain’t you glad), ain’t you glad (ain’t you glad)
D7
Ain’t you glad you signed your name?

Ain’t you glad (ain’t you glad), ain’t you glad (ain’t you glad)
G
Ain’t you glad you signed your name?

Ain’t you glad, ain’t you glad
C
Ain’t you glad you signed your name?

G D7 G
Ain’t you glad you signed your name?

G
In the blood (in the blood), in the blood (in the blood)
D7
In the blood you signed your name

In the blood (in the blood), in the blood (in the blood)
G
In the blood you signed your name

G7
In the blood, in the blood
C
In the blood you signed your name

G D7 G
In the blood you signed your name

G
Over yonder (over yonder), over yonder (over yonder)
D7
Over yonder sign your name

Over yonder (over yonder), over yonder (over yonder)
G
Over yonder sign your name

G7
Over yonder, over yonder
C
Over yonder sign your name

G D7 G
Over yonder sign your name

G
G
D7
In the book you signed your name
G
In the book you signed your name
G7
In the book, in the book
C
In the book you signed your name
G D7 G
In the book you signed your name

G
All you sinners (all you sinners), all you sinners (all you sinners)
D7
All you sinners sign your name
All you sinners (all you sinners), all you sinners (all you sinners)
G
All you sinners sign your name
G7
All you sinners, all you sinners
C
All you sinners sign your name
G D7 G
All you sinners sign your name

G
Ain’t you glad (ain’t you glad), ain’t you glad (ain’t you glad)
D7
Ain’t you glad you signed your name?
Ain’t you glad (ain’t you glad), ain’t you glad (ain’t you glad)
G
Ain’t you glad you signed your name?
G7
Ain’t you glad, ain’t you glad
C
Ain’t you glad you signed your name?
G D7 G / / / / G!
Ain’t you glad you signed your name?